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The greatest venue for electro lovers/clubbers

Since its opening on the 31st of October 2013, Le Zig Zag is the new rendez-vous for electro
lovers. Located at 32 rue Marbeuf the club is two steps away from Les Champs Elysées. Built
in a spacious area, the central dancefloor is surrounded by a large circular mezzanine. The
club has one of the best sound system in town being powered by a Funktion One sound
system.
With a capacity of 1200, Le Zig Zag is also one of the biggest club in Paris. It
The Zig Zag is known both for its French and international famous headliners but the club also
like discovering and entrusting the talents of tomorrow. Popular since its opening night, the Zig
Zag is often full and it is advisable to get there early to ensure the admittance.

The public, the artists and the press are unanimous
Since its opening, Zig zag is packed all nights (fridays, Saturdays and eves of public holidays).
So that the only real problems are related to flow management front and inside the club.
About the artists, all who have played at Zig Zag expressed strong feelings. The area (its
proportions and configuration), the power and precision of the sound system and the high
reactivity of the public are the three qualities most widely shared (see "artists Feedback"
section below).
The club was launched a little by surprise (opening announced a week before) but the press
was quick to react:

" A great electro club is finally born in the Champs-Elysées " (Télérama)
" With clubs like Zig Zag and such parties in terms of line-up, Paris reborn and found a real
prospect for the future in terms of quality clubbing" (DJ Mag)
"Zag Zig, this is so good that even DJs fight place to go." (Brain Mag)
"Zig Zag, bon chic, bon électro. This electro club des Champs-Élysées is one of the most
wanted of the moment" (Le Figaro)
"Zig Zag Club has just opened and already some VIP knock on his door" (Kiblind)
"The Zig Zag Club, new famous name of Parisian night" (All in electro)
"This new club is a serious asset to rouse international artists who loves increasingly play
Paris" (Karisma)
"A feeling of sweet madness hovered Zig Zag last night, with an event such as Pan-Pot, a
bright future is awaiting them. Zig Zag Club, we will meet again soon" (Karisma)
"The opening of the Zig Zag is a bit like the Big Bang, the explosion of novelty which gives
back the look of Paris Capital " (One one six)
"The difference with other clubs is that since the opening, the line-up is fabulous"
(Eiffel Mag)
"Their goal? Give a new soul to this place to become one of the most attractive club in Paris."
(Tips from Paris)

Few videos

Feedbacks artists
They played at Zig Zag during the first two months (in chronological order):
Bakermat, Goldfish, Lexer, Dimmi, Solomun, Ntfo, Thyladomid, Sacha Muki, Johny Be, Busy P,
Boston Bun, Piu Piu, Paco, Infinity Ink, Darius Syrossian, Russ Yalop, Breakbot, Irfane, Le
Family Club, Matthias Tanzmann, Nick Curly, Grego G, Tibo'z, Popof, Technasia, Soliman,
Animal and Me, Mr Scruff, Klangkarussell, Kartell, Stephan, Pan-Pot, Bondax, Sound
Pellegrino Thermal Team, Adana Twins Claptone, Doctor Dru, Shir Khan, Moodymann, Le
Loup, Siler & Dima, Adam Beyer, Ida Engberg, Joel Mull, Marc Houle, Tim Paris, Reamin,
Miguel Campbell, The Mekanism, Cassy, D'Julz, Cat Carpenters, The Tailors…

BAKERMAT : “ Paris gained another
slick nightclub ! “
Slick or sick ?

PAN-POT : " Merci beaucoup Paris.
Such a great night at Zig Zag
yesterday, can’t tell how happy i am. "

SOLOMUN : " Great club ! I'll be back
there ! "

CLAPTONE : " PARIS ZIG ZAG WAS
INSANE "

INFINITY INK: " Big thanks to all who
came down to our show at Zig Zag
Club in Paris last night. Won't be
forgetting that one anytime soon ! "

MATTHIAS TANZMANN : " Zig Zag
evolved with a boom. Great sound,
people and atmosphere in a very
beautiful location. My new favorite club
in Paris. "

MR SCRUFF : " A beautiful venue,
amazing sound & lights, and a fantastic
crew. "

SOLIMAN : " Current Best Sound
System in Paris, great staff, top artistic
direction and warm welcoming, club
packed, crazy public : the 5 years of
FORM MUSIC label will remain a huge
memory”

ADANA TWINS : " Merci beaucoup,
Paris! It was worderful!! "

REMAIN : "Last night was crazy
packed and off the hook. Best guests /
Best venue / Best MeantNight.
Something crazy happened yesterday
night.Wow! Merci le Zig Zag"

CASSIUS : " Hey les Zigzagers !!!!!
Thank you to all of you for Saturday
night, we loved seeing you dance and
yell, it was madness, you rocked it!!!”

Mr OIZO : " Worderful night Wrong
Cops : a movie – a party – a riot. Merci
Paris."

KERRI CHANDLER : " Thank you
everyone who came to Zig Zag, in
Paris! Also Voyeur for tearing up the
set! Had an amazing night! "

A core group of enthusiasts
Stephan et Tibo’z
The infamous duo - electro activist - are working together since 10 years. They are now
heading the artistic direction at the Zig Zag club. Both Djs (they are among the few Parisians
programmers in this case), their paths crossed at the legendary Studio 287 which marked the
history of Parisian clubbing especially because of its famous after party KitKat.
They also founded the collective WIHM - What Is House Muzik? - this lead them to play and to
manage the artistic direction of many Parisians parties and places such as the Showcase
where they managed the programming for 3 years from 2010 to 2013. Stephan has a strong
experience in the music industry as he organized gigs when he was 15 years old and went
through all kinds of music (from rock to funk and ending with the house). Tibo'z is more
focused on electronic music but gathers a broader culture of these tunes essentially in Paris.
They mostly have both formidable intuition to find artists who will buzz tomorrow and the day
after tomorrow...
Valéry B
The bouncer of the Zig Zag is very well known in Paris being in the industry since 20 years,
she recently had a lot of portraits in the press recently. Valery officiated at the Rex Club when
this mythical place was the only one to offer an exclusively electronic programming in Paris.
Anyone who has experienced the house and techno scene, for the second half of the 90s to
the early 2000s, has necessarily bumped into her and each will tell you Valéry embodies
kindness, courtesy and professionalism. But this does not come from nowhere: Valéry is a
connoisseur of the magic that surround the clubs.
Eric Labbé
The marketing person in the band is primarily known for his frenzied activism on all issues
related to the Parisian nightlife (petition "Paris: When the night dies in silence," Les Nuits
Capital, Election of Paris’ night mayor) but also for his love of music (from the most
experimental jazz to the most radical techno) and finally for his inexhaustible verve when it
comes to talking about what he likes.
Julie Ways
The lastest to have joined the band, Julie is both the feminine soul and digital voice.
Musicovore insatiable, devoted to her passion for electronic music, she uses her perfect
mastery of web tools to spread the word of the Zig Zag on the waves of the net.
A network of friends-labels for many nights label:
Zag Zig is also an extensive network of developers and "labels-friends" gathered around
Stephan and Tibo'z: Open House, Popcorn Records, Meant, Form Music, Mobilee, Diynamic,
etc..

